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DEDICATION 
We, the graduating class of 1979, with much thanks and gratitude, 
would like to dedicate this, our yearbook, to those who have guided 
and supported us during our three years of training. 
Certainly, your confidence in us and your belief in our endeavours 
have played a large part in the realization of our goals. 
Thank You moms, dads, families, friends and "big sisters". 
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ADMINISTRATION 
Dear graduates of 1979: 
Shortly you will be accepted into the Nursing Profession as 
Registered Nurses. We are proud of you! 
Throughout your professional careers, I know that you will 
continue to demonstrate the quality of caring which was evident in 
your nursing practice while you were students. 
I hope too, that you will keep your nursing knowledge current, 
to provide that competence which is essential while you accept the 
responsibility of providing service to others. 
With the two qualities of caring and competence present, your 
patients will receive the type of service they deserve. As well, you 
will enjoy rich and rewarding careers. 
Best wishes always, 
Violet D. Ruelokke 
Director of Nursing. 
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There is an old German proverb which says, ''What I spent I 
had. What I saved I lost. What I gave I have.'' In the same vein, 
Jesus of Nazareth said, "Whosoever shall save his life shall lose it; 
and whosoever will lose his life for my sake shall find it.'' 
If you have not already done so, I hope that as you begin your 
career in Nursing you will soon discover the wisdom of these 
words; for they provide the formula for true happiness and 
fulfillment. 
Mrs. Thornhill joins me in extending congratulations and best 
wishes to each of you. 
Harold Thornhill, 
Major, 
Administrator. 
My sincere congratulations to each of you on graduating with 
the class of '79. Ahead lies the challenge of dedicated service to 
others. Your training at the Grace General has laid the foundation, 
but the success and satisfaction which you will derive from the 
practice of your profession now lies with you. 
Best wishes for a happy and successful future. 
R. Young, M.D. F.R.C.P. 
Chief of Medical staff 
T ·~ 
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To the Graduating Class of '79: 
"I know where I'm going" commences an old Scottish song. 
You could be forgiven if you are not sure where you are going with 
graduation bringing you to the threshold of so many op-
portunities. You may seek challenge and satisfaction in special 
units like Coronary Care and Psychiatry. Perhaps you are going 
towards further studies and teaching. Nursing is strengthening its 
role of encouraging people towards better life styles. Industrial 
health needs you. So do communities, health departments and 
even armed forces. Your nursing diploma is still your passport 
round the world. 
I congratulate you on graduating and hope that the spirit of 
service you developed at so many bedsides pervades all your en-
deavours for others. Wherever your path leads, may you always be 
able to say "I know how I'm going". 
H.J. Warrick, M.D., 
Medical Director. 
·' 
To the Graduates of 1979: 
My sincere congratulations to you all as you complete your three 
years of training, and graduate from the Grace General Hospital 
School of Nursing. You have had many hours of classroom in-
struction and clinical experience, with long hours of study. 
Because of this you have accomplished much, and we are proud of 
you. 
As you leave your school and go out to practise in whatever field 
of nursing you choose, may you always be mindful of your School 
Motto: ''Enter to Learn, Go Forth to Serve'' . May you strive to 
give the best possible service to the sick and all those who need 
your care and guidance. 
Today more than ever the demands on nursing are ever in-
creasing, so continuing education is essential to keep abreast of 
those demands. I'm sure you are all capable of accepting the 
challenges of your profession . 
My very best wishes to you all. 
Susan Feaver, 
Nurse Intern Supervisor. 
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To the Graduating Class of 1979: 
On behalf of the faculty and myself I extend our congratulations 
upon your graduation. 
Your education has prepared you to contribute to the relief of 
suffering and to promote the health and well-being of others. I 
know that you will strive to maintain the high standard of care 
which you have achieved and maintained throughout your nursing 
program. Be receptive to new ideas and maintain creativity in your 
nursing practise, keeping in mind always the need for continuing 
education. 
My best wishes go with each one of you as you embark upon the 
challenge ahead of you. 
Sincerely, 
(Mrs.) Elizabeth Adey, B.N. R.N. 
Associate Director of Nursing 
Education. 
r . ~ 
MEMORIUM 
By the entrance he would stand; 
mop or broom in hand; 
dressed in blue - wearing a smile, 
somehow he made the mornings more worthwhile: 
Always a kind word - never a frown; 
... That is why we ~oved to have him around. 
Although he stands here no longer, 
our fondness only grows but stronger. 
How could we all help not to love him? 
... MR. MOORES. 
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FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE PLEDGE 
I solemnly pledge myself before God and in the presence of this assembly 
to pass my life in purity and to practise my profession faithfully. I will ab-
stain from whatever is deleterious and mischievious and will not take or 
knowingly administer any harmful drugs. I will do all in my power to 
maintain and elevate the standard of my profession and will hold in con-
fidence all personal matters committed to my keeping, and all family affairs 
coming to my knowledge in the practise of my calling. With loyalty will I 
endeavour to aid the physician in his work , and to devote myself to the 
welfare of those committed to my care. 
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GRADUATES 
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''I am not completely useless; I serve as a bad example.'' 
CLARE BESSELL made it into this world on December 8, 1957 
in Woodly, England. 
She now lives in St. John's and plans to do midwifery but will 
most likely get a job as chief egg-hatcher at the local hennery. 
Her favorite possessions are her bed and her three year old duty 
shoes. 
Her pet peeve is doing nights and cleaning up her room. 
Clare's favorite saying is ''oh, blow up'' and she is most often 
found in Donna's room looking for a cracker. 
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"What innocence and mystery lies behind those two big eyes." 
ELSIE BENOIT of Burgeo was born March 3, 1959. 
Psychiatric nursing and travelling are high on her list of future 
plans but her fate may be doing permanent 12 hour nights at the 
Waterford Hospital and being stuck in foggy St. John's. 
When Elsie is not doing what she dislikes the most - 12 hour 
nights on the weekends, we can usually find her in the phone 
booth. 
Her favorite saying is "that is right" and her prize possessions 
are her clock radio and memories of the past three years. 
''The look of innocence is only a jest: She's full of the devil like all 
the rest.'' 
BEVERLEY BRACE, born on November 18, 1958 came to us 
from Green's Harbour. 
Bev plans on nursing in Alberta but says she will most likely end 
up a mother of six. 
Her prize possessions are Ron, her family and grad ring. 
Working weekends is Bev's pet peeve and she is usually seen at 
work. 
She is heard most saying "can I make a collect call to ... ! " 
r .• 
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"Many know her but few understand her." 
MARILYN BLAKEY made her home in St. John's on August 
12, 1959. 
She hopes to be happy with herself, to travel and to get 
everything done early. 
She may never get to travel though because she detests rudeness, 
cruelty and people who cause her embarrassment. 
Marilyn is seen most in front of the T. V. or listening to music. 
The things she values most are the pictures that she has taken 
over the past years and her memories. 
"I don't think I'm beautiful but what's my humble op1n1on 
against that of a mirror.'' 
LORETTA BYRNE of Tilton was born August 24, 1959. 
Loretta can usually be found at M. U. N. when she is not busy 
working. 
She hopes to make a future in pediatric nursing but fears that 
she may end up doing permanent nights on third, medicine. 
Loretta prizes her grad ring and a certain picture. 
She dislikes working weekends aJ?.d can usually be heard saying 
"just a minute." 
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''I have no will to wander out of doors tonight, yet something 
leads me forth." 
MARIE BROWN n1ade her first appearance on March 3, 1959 
at Joe Batt's Arm, Fogo Island. 
She plans to do intensive care nursing and to travel but will 
probably end up directing traffic on Water Street. 
Her pet peeve is being stormbound in Carmanville while she 
waits for the ferry to the island. It is then she says "see the tears" 
which of course is her pet saying. 
Marie is seen most sleeping and her prize possessions are her 
family, T. V. and patchwork quilt. 
"It is good to get a bachelor degree but it is better to get a 
bachelor.'' 
MARIAN CAREEN was born on August 26, 1959 at Point 
Lance, St. Mary's Bay. She hopes to do Public Health Nursing but 
fate may have her working in St. John's and spending her days off 
in the residence. 
Marian's pet saying is "oh yeah" and you will most often find 
her in Stella's room. 
She really loves her teddy bear and her radio. 
[ '" 
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"Energy, energy, come my way; I used it all up on the very first 
day." 
CELENA CAREEN came to life on September 27, 1959 at 
Point Lance, St. Mary's Bay. 
She wants to work in some hospital in Labrador but will most 
likely get a job in the iron ore mine. 
It really bugs her to have to wait on people and her pet saying is 
"she's the slowest." 
Celena cherishes her radio, engagement ring and teddy bear. 
She is most often seen with her boy friend. 
"IT is better to keep quiet and let people think you're stupid than 
to open your mouth and prove it.'' 
CHARMAINE CHAFE from Goulds was born on August 28, 
1959. 
Friends, memories, and stuffed animals mean a lot to her but 
she hates being rushed. 
She plans to work in Obstetrics but will probably end up 
working 12 hour nights on Psychiatry. She's forever saying "Well 
I nearly died." 
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"Variety is the spice of life! especially when it comes to men." 
DIANE CA VE made her debut on August 18, 1959 in St. 
John's. 
She plans to travel around the world within the next 6 to 7 years 
while specializing in Emergency Nursing (with her luck she'll 
become a housewife and stay in Nfld.) 
She's seen most "Out on the town." Maybe that's why her pet 
peeve is getting up at 6:30 in the AM. Her favorite saying is "I'm 
here for a good time; not a long time.'' 
Life's prizes for her are her motorcycle, music, (rock and jazz), 
family, friends, and grad ring. 
''Sleep - you charm me: One more nap will never harm me.'' 
DONNA COADY from Dunville, Placentia Bay made her first 
yell on February 9, 1959. 
Donna plans to work in the obstetrical area but has no desire to 
work nights on the weekends. However, she will most likely end up 
owner of a bus service between Dunville and St. John's. (if she 
ever gets her driver's license). 
Her favorite possessions are her friends, grad ring and flan-
nelette nightgown. 
"Coady" is usually heard saying "don't forget to wake me in 
the morning.'' 
r ., 
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''I will try anything once and somethings twice.'' 
LORNA CLARKE from Point Leamington took her first breath 
on April 10, 1958. 
She hopes to go nursing in Texas but fate may have her roping 
cattle. 
Her pet saying is "it's not the like" as you will find out if you 
tell her what to do. 
Lorna is seen most going out in a little white Datsun. 
Her prize possessions are Leroy (stuffed lamb), her memories 
and her conscience. 
·' 
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"Some day I shall burst my bud of hysteria and blossom into 
calm.'' 
JOANNE GREENE made her first appearance in St. John's on 
October 5, 1959. 
Joanne would like to continue nursing in the psychiatric field 
but feels she may become a patient on a psychiatric ward. This 
feeling may be due to the fact that she is seen most often in car 
accidents. 
Her idols are her Darryl Sittler poster and her ring. 
Her pet peeve is working nights, especially on the weekends. 
16 
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"I came; I saw; and now I am leaving." 
STELLA FRYE came into this world on October 5, 1959 to 
become a proud resident of Windsor. 
She plans to work in Central Newfoundland Hospital but will 
probably work far away from home . 
Stella's prize possession is her driver's license which she doesn't 
use very much in St. John's. That explains why her pet peeve is 
spending weekends in town. 
She is usually seen ordering out and is usually heard saying ''get 
real." 
"To live is like to love: All reasons are against it and all healthy 
instincts for it." 
SANDRA HANCOCK made her first yell of life at J erseyside 
on September 4, 1959. 
Her future plans are to become a surgical nurse and to further 
her education. 
On the other hand her most probable fate will be working nights 
in Placentia Cottage Hospital. 
People who slam doors drive Sandra crazy. 
She is most often heard saying "I'm going home" especially 
when she is coming off nights since this is where she is seen most. 
Sandra prizes Betsy II (her car), her ring and the dear memories 
that she has of the last three years. 
' . 
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"Happy is her heart but quiet are her ways." 
GAIL GREENING from Lethbridge first arrived on April 25, 
1958. 
She plans to do surgical nursing but will probably retire after 
graduation. 
Even though 12-hour nights on the weekends and the CN bus are 
her pet peeves, Gail is most often seen on the CN bus and saying 
"oh my!" 
Among her favorite possessions are her flannelette nighties, 
family, friends and piano. 
"Why take life seriously; you will never get out of it alive." 
DEBBIE HISCOCK made her first scream at the Grace 
Hospital, St. John's on November 9, 1958 and she has made many 
more since then. 
Her future plans are to nurse in Europe but she will probably 
end up a key punch operator again and stuck in St. John's for the 
rest of her life. 
Deb is seen most partying and having a good time. Then she 
says, "wouldn't that freak ya out?" 
Her prize possessions are Wayne and her car. 
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"I like to work, I really do; but I like a little nonsense too." 
ANNIE HILLIER born March 3, 1958 is most often seen trying 
to get a ride home to Fortune. 
Her future plans include working in a cottage hospital and 
growing nails but fate sees her working permanent nights on 
psychiatry and never having nails. 
Among her prize possessions are her black band, memories of 
the past three years and a certain Mr. X in a red and white 
supercab pickup. 
Annie's pet peeve is gaining weight when she is trying to lose it 
and she can often be heard saying ''hey''. 
"Inside school, quiet and demure; outside school we' re not so 
sure." 
BEYERL Y HUSSEY came into that part of the world called 
Mount Pearl on March 22, 1959. 
She plans to work in obstetrics and may become a permanent 
bulb changer for heat lamps. 
Bev is usually seen in Kathy's room saying the same thing all the 
time: "I almost died." 
She prizes her ring, friends and Rusty (stuffed bear) but really 
does not enjoy some of the less finer things in life. 
F '• 
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''She never has much to say but she has a pleasing way.'' 
KA THERINE HISCOCK of Mount Pearl plans to do ob-
stetrical nursing but she fears that the closest she will get to this is 
doing permanent nights in the nursery. 
Kathy's favorite possessions are her hopechest, photo albums 
and memories except those memories of 12 hour nights on 
weekends, which just happens to be the thing that she likes the 
least to do. 
"If she is not getting into trouble she is just getting out." 
Now MARGARET JOHNSON from Kelligrews is sure to be 
found on fourth floor in Sarah's room, along with her stuffed 
animals, piwacket and of course wearing her ring. 
Marg was born on April 8, 1958 and even though she is not 
overly fond of taking TPR' s and BP' s she plans to work in a 
community clinic. 
Popular fate has it that she may end up working for a 
hypochondriacal miser, and of course continuing her famous "oh 
my goodness." 
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"My idea of an agreeable person is one who agrees with me." 
If you are looking for the nurse who's prize possession is her 
diamond ring and if she is also from Glovertown than you must be 
thinking of one, CYNTHIA JANES. 
Cindy was born March 16, 1959. 
She says her pet peeve is working weekends and claims that she 
is seen most going to work. 
Her plans include being a psychiatric nurse but she may end up 
as a patient. 
.. 
'' Blushing can be beautiful but it is sometimes inconvenient.'' 
LAUREN KIELY flew into the town of Gander on August 20, 
1959 and ever since she has been found flying high between St. 
John's and Gander. 
Lauren says what she values most is her grad ring, stuffed 
animals and her pets. Her pet peeve being, cruelty to animals. 
She has plans to be a medical nurse and to travel although she 
thinks she may end up with permanent eight hour days on third, 
medicine. 
Lauren's pet saying is "stick it in your ear." 
r ·~ 
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''I love those wild, fascinating creatures of nature; especially those 
called men." 
SHEILA KELLY was born in Placentia on August 22, 1959. 
She is seen most in bed and she hates being awakened in the 
daytime when she is doing a night. 
She hopes to further her education and do pediatric nursing. 
However, it is very likely that she will forever do constant ob-
servation on psychiatry. 
Sheila is often seen looking for someone who is going out and 
she cherishes her ring, friends and ''Dingo''. 
,\ 
"I abide by no man's opinion: I have my own." 
DAWN LAMPHEAR was born in Bethesda, Maryland on 
September 14, 1959. As you may have guessed from the first two 
words of this paragraph, her pet peeve is having to spell and 
pronounce her name fifty times a day. 
Dawn's prize possessions are her family, friends and a pair of 
baggy, faded jeans. 
You will find her in the shower or in bed most of the time and 
before exams she has often been heard to say ''I don't have any 
studying done''. 
Dawn plans to get a degree in nursing but she may wind up 
doing permanent nights PRN. 
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"She has a devilish and carefree air which hides the brains we 
know are there." 
Word has it that CAROL KINDEN made a noisy addition to her 
family and to the town of Point Leamington on January 12, 1959. 
She plans a future as an obstetrical nurse and a wife but she may 
find herself as an obstetrical patient and a full-time housewife. 
When she is not going out with Bob, Carol is usually having 
yearbook meetings and / or yelling "come on now" because she 
hates having to beg for a little co-operation. 
Her prize possessions include her family, friends, memories and 
her special "townie". 
" Whatever is worth doing is worth doing well." 
Who are we most likely to see working permanent nights in the 
nursery? BEVERLEY LODER from St. John's thinks it may be 
her. 
Bev was born on November 30, 1958. 
Her pet peeve is working 12, hour nights while her favorite 
saying is "you're out of yours trees." 
Even after a little accident she still holds her ''bug'' and her grad 
ring most dear. 
Bev plans a future as an obstetrical nurse. 
r .• 
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"The perfect man hasn't yet been found but I am still looking." 
"You're not serious!" - That sounds like RHODA LEE. 
On November 4, 1958 Rhoda came bouncing into Grand Bank. 
She acquired her first two teeth at six months and has not 
stopped eating since. 
Her pet peeve is having to clean off cluttered bed tables at meal 
times. 
Her prize possessions are her grad ring, memories of the past 
three years and all the friends she has made. 
Rhoda plans to further her education and settle down in ob-
stetrical nursing but she thinks she will be an old maid. 
''My only regret is the temptation I have resisted.'' 
DEBBIE LYNCH entered the world on June 24, 1958 in Upper 
Island Cove. 
She wants to persue a career as a pediatric nurse but she may end 
up working in an old folks home. 
Her prize possessions are; her car (Betsy I), and her friends of 
the past three years. 
She doesn't like waiting for people who are late and Debbie is 
seen most sleeping or saying "could you keep the noise down? I 
am trying to sleep.'' 
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''The difficult she will do right away: The impossible will take a 
little longer." 
Ever since September 7, 1959 MABEL LUSCOMBE's pet peeve 
has been getting up in the morning and when she does get up the 
first thing we hear is "does anyone have anything to eat?" 
Mabel is from Loon Bay and she has plans to do a midwifery 
course but she will probably end up working on the third medicine 
for the rest of her life. 
If you want her you will find her on sixth floor in her room 
reading her books (not nursing) and hugging her favorite stuffed 
dog. 
" Happy am I; from care I am free - why can't they all be con-
tented like me?" 
AUDREY MILLS showed (or told) the world that she had 
finally arrived on May 3, 1959. 
Her future plans include getting married and obstetrical nursing 
but as luck would have it she may be an obstetrical patient. 
Audrey does not like waiting and she certainly isn't in love with 
the C.N. buses but it is probably because of too much time spent 
on the buses that her pet saying is "I'm broke." 
She is seen most in Windsor and her favorite possessions are her 
engagement ring and memories. 
T • ,. 
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"I may look busy but I am only confused." 
The world first heard DONNA MARCH squeal on September 8, 
1957 in Botwood. 
To graduate and becme a member of the working class is her 
most immediate plan for the future but as fate would have it she 
will probably be another unemployed professional. 
She hates trying to sleep when there is a lot of noise and her 
usual sentence is "just a minute - not ready yet." 
As with anybody who is this far away from home, Donna is 
usually seen on the C.N. bus. 
Her friends, sleep and the ''sweaters that Mom knitted'' are 
among her most valuable possessions. 
. \ 
''A chattering tongue; a smiling face ... brings untold pleasure to 
any place." 
Bell Island was the first place VALERIE MUGFORD saw on 
February 14, 1958. 
She plans to work at some cottage hospital and even though 
working weekends is her pet peeve, fate may have her doing 
permanent weekends. 
Her prize possessions are her grad ring and her engagement ring. 
It is logical that since Val is seen most on the ferry going to Bell 
Island her favorite saying is "don't let me forget to call a taxi for 
the boat.'' 
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''Oh when love and duty clash.'' 
On April 4, 1959 in Loon Bay the world first heard DONNA 
MILLS. 
She plans to get married and work in St. John's. Her fate may 
be something different though, like permanent nights on 
psychiatry. 
The worst of Donna is having to start each day by getting up in 
the morning. 
Her most used word is ''sinner'' and one can almost always see 
her going out. 
Her prize possessions are her engagement ring, memories and 
teddy bear. 
''Efficient nurse; dark and small - foe to none; friend to all.'' 
FATIMA NORTH from Bay-De-Verde just can't stand noise 
when she is trying to sleep. 
You can usually find her in the residence on her days off with 
only her prize possessions as company. They are; her grad ring, 
pillow, pictures and memories of the past three years. 
Fatima's future plans include surgical nursing and travelling but 
popular opinion says she will probably always be a professional 
student. 
' .. 
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"Bless the man who invented high heels; I no longer get kissed on 
the forehead." 
SARAH NORMAN, born at Cupid's Crossing on April 17, 
1959 would like to work in pediatrics and continue her education. 
However, fate may have her working in an old folks home and 
never learning any more than she knows now. 
You will most often see Sarah going to work and saying "I'm 
some upset" because she really hates to be rushed. 
Her prize possessions are her patchwork quilt, family, friends 
and a certain "army" man. 
"Work and worry killed so many so why should I take a chance?" 
JANI CE RANDELL, born August 1, 1959 hails from Mount 
Pearl. 
This girl has a rare ability; that is, the ability to fall in and out of 
love several times a week. 
Her future plans include pediatric intensive care nursing but she 
feels that she may end up running a day care centre. 
Among her prize possessions are her family, friends, memories 
and a "special someone." M. T. 's visits at all hours of the night are 
not among her more pleasant memories. 
28 
''Angelic look and curly hair does not hide the mischief there.'' 
DEBORAH PARSONS from Mount Pearl was born June 7, 
1959. 
She hopes to work in the O.R. or emergency department but fate 
may have her working PRN, seven days a week. 
Debbie can usually be found at work on the weekends and 
saying "I wish I was home." 
Her pet peeve is never being able to get time that is owed to her 
when she wants it. 
Her prize possessions are Jinks (her cat), her car and her grad 
nng. 
''When true love beckons you; follow him.'' 
"Go on maid" appears to be the saying of CLARICE 
SAUNDERS from Shearstown, especially when she is waiting for 
a certain Marshall fella. Waiting, in case you didn't know, is her 
pet peeve. 
Her plans include obstetrical nursing at Carbonear but she 
might end up washing nursery floors. 
February 27, 1957 marks her birthday when she will be doing her 
favorite thing - going out. 
T ·~ 
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''Not over serious; not over gay; she enjoys life in her own quiet 
way." 
ELLEN RIDEOUT from Campbellton, was born July 27, 1959. 
Her prize possessions are her angora sweater and her Bible; her 
pet peeve being arguments. 
Ellen plans a future in the medical nursing field but may become 
a permanent maid at 67 Amherst Heights. 
She is seen most at Greg's and her favorite saying is "I can't 
remember." 
•I 
''Women are to be loved- not understood.'' 
On July 7, 1959 MARILYN SKANES entered this world to 
become a proud resident of Bell Island. 
Her future plans are to become a midwife and housewife but 
because she can't stand people who keep her waiting she will 
probably find herself nursing overseas and single. 
Marilyn's prize possessions are her hopechest and her stuffed 
toy, "Fish". 
Whenever you see her she is going home and is forever crying 
"I'm confused." 
30 
''A childish laugh; a foolish grin; betrays the imp that lies within.'' 
MARILYN SHORT hails from Shoal Harbour but hopes to be 
moving on to B. C. after she graduates. 
Her fear of the future is to become a permanent student driver 
having run-ins with men drivers who think they know it all. 
She spends a lot of her time sitting by the phone waiting for that 
someone special to call. 
Her grad ring, "muffin", and memories of the past three years 
are held dear to her heart. 
April 17, 1959 marks her birthday. 
-" Man has his will but woman has her way." 
This girl has plans for intensive care nursing outside the 
province but has visions of herself forever being nurse maid for 
Janice S's kids. 
She is RENEE SPENCER from Bay Roberts. 
She is a Scorpio, born October 29, 1958. 
" You got" is her favorite saying and her favorite possession is 
her jeep. 
She is most often found in the smoker or the Breezeway or if 
there is nowhere else to go, she goes to the Cave. 
r ·a 
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''A pleasant face, a winning smile; all in all, a friend worth while.'' 
Born under the sign Virgo, September 9, 1959, DONNA 
SKIRVING resides in St. John's. 
Her chart shows her future to be in emergency nursing but her 
probable fate could be a casuality. 
Her sun rising in Leo is an indication of her displeasure at 
working 12 hour nights on the weekends. 
"You're not serious" is heard most from her, especially at work 
where she spends most of her time. 
Her family, friends and her black band are Donna's treasured 
possessions. 
"Love is a dream; oh, I'm asleep." 
JANICE STURGE made her first yell on March 6, 1959. 
She lives in St. John's and plans to do post-graduate work in the 
O.R. but he probable fate will be piercing ears at Woolworth's or 
Woolco. 
Her favorite possessions are her grad ring and her license. 
RENEE' s driving is her pet peeve and ''I had enough of this'' is 
her pet saying. 
She is mostly found in the smoker, at home or at Craig's. 
32 
''Just try to be the girl that your mother thinks you are.'' 
It is usually in the kitchen that you will find this girl, JOAN 
STRICKLAND and she will be sure to tell you that "it's gonna 
rain tomorrow.'' , . 
She hopes to get her R. N., and a car and also to travel. 
However, she may celebrate the rest of her birthdays (October 23, 
1959) in Fortune, unemployed, with only her T. V., clock radio, 
friends and groceries which are her favorite things. 
''Adopt the pace of nature - her secret is patience." 
SHEILA STURGE first presented herself on December 31, 1958 
in Wesleyville. 
She plans to get her B.N. and do medical nursing but she will 
probably be a midwife in Labrador. 
Her prize possessions are Norton and Blossom. 
Her pet peeve is working weekends and she is always saying 
"I'm upset .. . I'm irritated." 
She is most often seen going to Mount Pearl on her days off. 
1 '• 
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"God created the world, then rested: God created man and rested: 
God created Lorraine and since then neither God nor man has 
rested." 
LORRAINE STURGE made her first yell on February 7, 1958 
at Wesleyville. 
She plans to do surgical nursing but will likely be an old maid 
and study forever. 
Her pet peeve is waiting and being taken for granted. 
She highly values her stuffed dog, ''Reuben'' and her memories 
of the past three years. 
She is found most in the kitchen, eating and at the first sound of 
trouble she yells "Why me?" 
"Here a joke; there a joke; everywhere a riot." 
MICHELLE THISTLE arrived with a yell in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia on August 14, 1959. 
Her ambition is to do something useful. Therefore, if you are 
looking for her you may find her studying in the library or she may 
just be down cleaning clumps of toothpaste from the sink and 
saying "that's the pitts." 
Missy takes great pride in "Hank" (her tiger) and her grad ring. 
A major fear in her life is that she may be forever going to 
Tupperware parties with Donna. 
34 
''I have to think ahead - should I nurse or should I wed?'' 
On March 27, 1959 in Stephenville SHARON TETFORD was 
born. 
Her time is spent in the kitchen practising cooking for her future 
dreams - to marry. She would also like to work in the O.R. 
Developing DVT' s will likely cause Sharon to retire early so she 
will have lots of time to look at pictures of residence life, her ring 
and be with her friends. 
The phrase that is heard most from her is "oh! Brother." 
''Keep conscience clear - then never fear.'' 
CA THERINE WALSH, from Kelligrews came into being on 
November 26, 1958. 
She plans to work in the emergency department but fears that 
she will be always cleaning thermometers. 
She detests getting up at 0600 hours to come to work, the place 
where she is most often found. 
Her family and friends are among her prize possessions and 
please don't get upset when she says "that's not true is it?" Cathy 
always says that. She doesn't really disbelieve you. 
, . 
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''She is like a candle - she goes out every night." 
BEYERL Y THOMPSON made he entrance into the world on 
May 16, 1958 here in St. John's. 
She plans to do medical nursing but fears she may be a per-
manent student. 
Bev is seen most going out and her prize possessions are her 
friends and memories of the past three years while her pet peeves 
are studying and working 12-hour nights. 
If you really listen to Bev you can be sure to hear her say 
"you're not serious!" 
. \ 
"Just being happy is the thing she likes to do; looking on the 
bright side rather than the blue.'' 
RUTH WELSH is the girl from Bishop's Falls who was born 
January 15, 1959. 
Public Health Nursing is her goal for the future but she says she 
will probably be a permanent student at one thing or another. 
Ruth's pet peeve is spending nights off in residence and her prize 
possessions are her friends, smarties and memories of the past 
three years. 
She is seen most having a laugh and saying "mind now". 
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''My blush is guilt - not modesty." 
GOLDIE WARRICK is the girl from Fogo who first made her 
appearance on August 10, 1959. 
She would like to work as a surgical nurse and eventually to own 
her own car and travel. However, she just might be stuck on Fogo 
Island as a housewife. 
She has a lifetime contract with the saying "is that right?" 
You will usually find Goldie in bed with her cherished stuffed 
animals watching her equally valued T. V. 
, 'Her heart is like the moon - there's a man in it.'' 
CHRISTINE WHEELER comes from Lower Island Cove and 
;he made her first yell on November 17, 1958. 
When she has to work 12 hour nights on the weekend she 
~ontinually echoes "oh my" and longs for the time when she will 
lo permanent days in a surgical area. These days, however, may be 
;pent working in a garage with a certain mechanic who along with 
ier family and friends make up her prize possessions. 
Chris is seen most often catching the Squires bus. 
' . 
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"If you can't convince them - confuse them." 
The world was truely blessed when CHARLENE WHALEN put 
in an appearance. 
Included in her future plans is surgical nursing without having to 
give out lunches. However, she may end up doing permanent 12 
hour nights on the weekends on third (east). 
If you don't see her around she is probably gone home or else is 
in bed with all her blankets. There is also a slight possibility that 
she may be at work saying "oh my, another? hours left." 
Your door has opened, 
You've earned the key that 
you've waited so long to hold. 
Your turning point has arrived; 
It's time to reach out, 
and take what is yours. 
You've learned to open your eyes; 
to survive: 
You look into the minds and 
feelings of others around you. 
You have become readers of minds, 
and sharers of experiences. 
It helps to know that everyone 
needs direction; 
that your problems aren't uniquely 
your own, but are shared by many; 
that you react in much the same 
way as others in similar situations. 
In your hands, responsibility is laid. 
It is now up to you to keep it. 
So take that final step through 
the door that's waiting. 
You are young; you will live: 
You are strong; you can give. 
You, the seed of today; 
feel the change; 
know the way. 
Doreen Mitchell 
class 1980 
(Dedicated to the graduates.) 
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MEMORIES 
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1. D. Parsons - in flight! 
2. M. Careen - looking lost! 
3. D. Coady - doing the last of 20 charts! 
4. S. Sturge - "Who said I did it?" 
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1. L. Byrne - keeping Mrs. Ryan company. 
2. J. Greene - ''now what have I done?'' 
3. B. Brace - "busy, Bev?" 
4. J. Sturge - doing endless nighs on Ophthalmology. 
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1. M. Brown - "guess where I'm going after 
work!" 
2. F. North - "It's trace and negative." 
3. D. Lamphear - "My hands are not dirty!" 
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1. E. Rideout - "Why did I want 15 kids!" 
2. C. Janes - "Of course I don't have a 
license!'' 
3. D. March - ''Cheese.'' 
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1. R. Lee - ''No Rhoda, there isn't any food hidden there.'' 
2. C. Chafe - "Yes, I always blush easily!" 
3. K. Hiscock - "Who's the guilty one?" 
4. M. Skanes - "Well, I do work occasionally!" 
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1 1. J. Strickland - "Can't smile - just had my teeth out!" 
2. C. Walsh - "A hard night's work!" 
3. M. Luscombe - "Remember to check it three times!" 
4. D. Skirving - ''Time to go home already?'' 
5. J. Randell - "If only every day was like today!" 
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1. G. Warrick - ''Why should I be 
rushed?" 
2. D. Hiscock - "May I help you?" 
3. M. Johnson - "I didn't do it!" 
4. R. Spencer - "I am run off my feet!" 
5. S. Frye and B. Loder - "Mutt and 
Jeff". 
6. L. Clarke - ''One for you - two for 
me." 
7. M. Thistle - "Who says I'm only here 
for the glamour?'' 
8. C. Whalen - ''I refuse to smile!'' 
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1. D. Cave - "Well, does anyone know how to take a blood pressure?" 
2. C. Saunders - ''One more cup of tea and then time for bed!'' 
3. S. Norman- "Just about to tidy up!" I 
4. S. Tetford- ' 'And no one even told me to smile!'' 
5. A. Mills - "Somebody finally rang a buzzer!" 
5 
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1. R. Welsh - "but you weren't supposed to find me here!" 
2. E. Benoit - "let loose in the med cupboard!" 
3. V. Mugford - "boys, I can't hold up this wall forever!" 
4. L. Sturge - "I told you not to call me at work!" 
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1. D. Lynch- "Janice, first time I've sat down all day. It's all done." 
2. M. Short - ''I brought my own pillow, now can I have a room?'' 
3. A. Hillier - "Did you ever see so many orders in your life?" 
4. M. Blakey - "Who says you get tired on nights?" 
T ·~ 
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I. D. Mills - "Do you want report or not?" 
2. L. Kiely - "Look Ma, no cavities." 
3. S. Hancock - "Everything is ready for an arrest." 
4. C. Wheeler- "You called?" 
5. B. Thompson- "Hurry, I'm late for work." 
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REMEMBER WHEN 
E. Benoit: Came back from a weekend in Botwood carrying 
foreign money. 
C. Bessell: Delivered her first baby. 
M. Blakey: Wasn't taking pictures. 
B. Brace: Needed a stool to reach a patient's bed. 
M. Brown: Went out with the same guy for a whole week. 
L. Byrne: Wasn't up at the university. 
C. Careen: When asked by a supervisor to go to 6 floor, 
REFUSED. 
M. Careen: Wondered why her patients weren't on the O.R. list -
she hadn't booked them. 
D. Cave: Forgot to wear her slip on 3 east. 
C. Chafe: While rushing a patient to OPD almost ran over a 
housemother with the stretcher. 
L. Clarke: Wasn't on a diet. 
D. Coady: Didn't eat green peas - there was a bann on them. 
S. Frye: Went out with only one guy each night. 
J. Greene: Wasn't dieting. 
G. Greening: Wasn't studying. 
S. Hancock: Ever unpacked her suitcase. 
A. Hillier: Wasted a whole five dollars in one day. 
K. Hiscock: Wasn't going out. 
K. Hiscock: While working a night alone on the eye unit heard a man calling for help from the laundry chute. 
B. Hussey: Wasn't going out in a certain blue van that said "nurses do it with care." 
C. Janes: Was stuck in residence. 
M. Johnson: Put her contacts in the wrong solution and had to buy a new pair. 
S. Kelly: Wasn't ordering out. 
L. Kiely: Forgot who she was. 
C. Kinden: Got up at 0100 hours to go to work at 0800 hrs. 
D. Lamphear: Thought the caseroom was a place where you get teeth pulled. 
R. Lee: Wasn't eating. 
B. Loder: Was arrested on fifth floor for disturbing the peace! 
M. Luscombe: Found a steady man. 
D. Lynch: Wasn't getting a boost for "Betsy". 
D. March: Had humphritis. 
A. Mills: Didn't go to Windsor - C.N. was on strike. 
D. Mills: Didn't go out at night - her boy friend was out of town. 
V. Mugford: Didn't go home when she was off. 
S. Norman: Never had a problem. 
F. North: Got blamed for flooding 6 floor. 
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D. Parsons: Wasn't looking for Dr. F.M. 
J. Randell: Almost went barefoot to mass in the chapel. 
E. Rideout: Wasn't bumping into G.P. at work. 
C. Saunders: Ran a taxi service to the Janeway. 
M. Short: Was quiet for one whole day- she had her tonsils out. 
M. Skanes: Left her steady life to be free and single. 
D. Skirving: Wasn't giggling. 
R. Spencer: Went home to Bay Roberts for supper. 
J. Strickland: Wasn't fighting with Goldie. 
J. Sturge: Had her plaster cast sawed off by M. Thistle, R. Spencer and C. Walsh. 
L. Sturge: Thought she was an old maid. 
S. Sturge: Did something impulsive. 
S. Tetf ord: Fell in love. 
M. Thistle: Got stuck between the screen and the window. 
B. Thompson: Stayed in every night for a week. (I don't either). 
C. Walsh: Wasn't studying. 
G. Warrick: Wasn't fighting with Joan. 
R. Welsh: Couldn't go north so she went to Florida. 
C. Wheeler: Went to work without her pantyhose. 
C. Whalen: Stopped talking. (She hasn't yet.) 
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CLASS '79 HIT PARADE 
1. Baby Hold On - we've got to get your mother to the caseroom. 
2. Double Vision - I just worked a 12-hour night. 
3. Hot Legs - my uniform is 4 inches above the knee. 
4. Miss You - I'll write every day. 
5. Don't Look Back - when you've finished your exam. 
6. Who Are You? - a doctor or a visitor. 
7. Two Out Of Three Ain't Bad - weekends off. 
8. Running On Empty - and no money for gas. 
9. If I Can't Have You - I'll have your friend. 
10. Wonderful Tonight - I just got engaged. 
11. Macho Man - a certain doctor. 
12. Point Of No Return - intern year. 
13. Breakdown - give me five days off. 
14. Come Sail Away- wouldn't we love to. 
15. Help Is On The Way - they' re sending us a PRN. 
16. What Cha' Gonna Do? - after graduation. 
17. Love Is Like Oxygen - one spark and it blows up. 
18. Poor, Poor, Pitiful Me - I have to work this weekend. 
19. She's Not There- we can't get our marks. 
20. With A Little Luck - we'll finish our intern year. 
T.V. PROGRAMS 
1. Six Million Dollar Man - doctor on call. 
2. All My Children - first day in the nursery. 
3. Wild Kingdom - last day in the nursery. 
4. Bionic Woman - unit nurse on medicine. 
5. Live It Up - on your night off. 
6. The Price Is Right - anything less than one dollar. 
7. Parade - clinical clerks on rounds. 
8. Paper Chase - trying to find results of blood work. 
9. Kid Stuff - two months at the Janeway. 
10. The Rockford Files - two years of notes. 
11. Circus - Christmas concert. 
12. Taxi - Joanne Greene's car. 
13. House Of Frankenstein - rooms before they're cleaned. 
14. Another World - I finally got a date with him. 
15. The Late News - gossip in the smoker. 
16. Odd Couple - us and exams. 
17. Hot Seat - waiting for evaluations. 
18. Get Smart - R.N. 's are next month. 
19. Mad Dash - it's break time. 
20. Happy Days - GRADUATION at last. 
I 
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THE NURSE 
I was remembering back to my high school days, 
And how nursing entered my mind, 
I thought of the cap, and the treatment trays, 
And the letters, R. N., that I'd sign. 
I thought of the uniforms as white as can be 
And the pin with the letters engraved, 
Yet how could I know, or how could I see, 
That nursing' s a road that you paved. 
It isn't your name, it isn't your looks, 
Or your voice, or your hands, or your eyes, 
It isn't just marks, or it isn't just books, 
Or the early hour that you rise, 
It's the smile that a patient gives from his heart, 
The "Thank you" he gives for his life, 
It's the cry of the new-born as it becomes part 
Of this great new world with its strife. 
It's the mother whose family awaits her return, 
The father who's too young to die, 
It's the big and the little things that you learn, 
And all of the times you ask why? 
It isn't the cap or the head underneath, 
That makes the nurse what she is, 
Not the black band, or the high honoured seat, 
But the heart that she gives with all this. 
Dedicated to the undergrads 
By Class 1979 
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UNDERGRADUATES 
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S. Anthony 
J. Badcock 
N. Bowe 
G. Bourden 
B. Burden 
C. Burrage 
B. Butler 
S. Button 
S. Campbell 
J . Chafe 
D. Chalker 
C. Churchill 
V. Dale 
D. Dollimont 
B. Durdle 
W. Emberley 
C. Fogwill 
S. Halliday 
S. Halliday 
A. Hefford 
CLASS 1980 
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B. Hewlett 
M. Holloway 
B. Hunt 
D. Jacobs 
J. King 
P. Lake 
I. Leyte 
E. Lundrigan 
D. Lynch 
D. Mitchell 
G. Monk 
G. Monster 
K. Morgan 
S. Morris 
D. Neil 
G. Neil 
T. Noseworthy 
L. Ogilvie 
D. Oliver 
F. Pelley 
N. Petten 
S. Pike 
S. Pitcher 
P. Porter 
D. Ricketts 
A. Rideout 
D. Roberts 
M. Roche 
H. Rockwood 
W. Rowe 
D. Scott 
G. Sheaves 
W. Sheppard 
A. Skanes 
S. Small 
C. Smith 
D. Spurrell 
D. Tizzard 
M. Tobin 
L. Vail 
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M . Walsh 
L. Way 
C. Welsh 
P. Andrews 
E. Ansyey 
A. Barney 
A. Benson 
M. Best 
H. Billard 
0. Boland 
J. Brown 
N. Bursey 
D. Burt 
D. Butt 
M. Cluett 
A. Crewe 
G. Downey 
R. Edmunds 
B. Elliott 
C. Fanning 
B. Gilley 
E. Glanney 
D. Gosling 
CLASS 1981 
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D. Gruchy 
D. Gullage 
B. Hare 
N. Hillier 
S. Hillier 
J. Jacobs 
W. Keel 
L. Knox 
J. Lane 
J. Lee 
M. McCloy 
S. McCormack 
M. Motty 
P. Moulton 
G. O'Keefe 
C. Oliver 
G. Oliver 
D. Parsons 
D. Paul 
P . Penney 
F. Pike 
D. Quinton 
R. Reid 
K. Rideout 
B. Roberts 
P. Rogers 
D. Rolfe 
J. Sharron 
J. Shortall 
A. Smith 
D. Smith 
J. Smith 
L. Smith 
C. Stanley 
M. Thomas 
G. Vincent 
R. Wadman 
J. Walsh 
D. Young 
S. Young 
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NURSING EDUCATION 
1 2 3 
4 5 
1 . V. Clouston 6 
2. P. Kelly 
3. K. Ryan 
4. C. Power 
5. J. Dicker 
6. E. Walsh 
7. N. Marsh 
8. L. Moskovits 
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l. p. Chaytor 
2. H . Pederson 
3. S. White 
4. R. Crewes 
NURSING 
1 2 3 
4 
6 
1. Mrs. E. Wareham 
2. Mrs. M. Dominie 
3. Mrs. B. Janes 
4. Miss S. Moores 
5. Mrs. E. Scammell 
6. Miss R. Jennings 
7 8 
7. Miss J. Pitcher 
8. Mrs. J. Barnes EDUCATION 
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HAPPENINGS 
If you touch him I' 11 ... ! 
There's a man in here! 
Do you think they' 11 find me? 
The Grace sisters! 
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My tongue is longer! 
Sonny and Cher. 
T ·~ 
And they all lived happily ever after! 
Now, what do I do with it? 
69 
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Caught in the act! 
Romeo and Juliette. But I had a bath last year! 
DISCO. 
Once a woman - twice a child! 
Household movers! 
We even share our chocolate pudding! 
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All you need to do is smile. Only 15cm to grow! 
Florida behind the residence! 
Five feet tall at last! 
71 
It's my pillow! The outlaws strike again! 
The last of the Red Indians! 
Double trouble! 
Charlie's Angels. 
72 
What a night! Where's the fire exit? Fashion Show 
Miss Canada Pageant! 
Santa, after joining weight-watchers! 
\ 
All in the family! T ·~ I'm not a sleep - I'm ignoring you! 
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Three heads are better than one. First siamese triplet! 
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Oh, sweet security! Annual clean-up! Best legs. 
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Will I ever walk again, doc? Dracula! 
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Is that a camera? The swingers of the seventies! 
in town! And the operator said ... ! 
Don't tell! Scott's massage parlor! 
T '• 
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But we had a late night! 1, 2, 3, Breathe. 
A Touch of Class. 
Keep in line girls. 
And missed her mouth. The Choir Girls. 
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SOME OF OUR 
SUPERVISORS 
1 
1. Miss Lake 
2. Mrs. Maloney 
3. Mrs. Gill 
4. Mrs. Cook 
5. Mrs. Bastow 
2 
Missing from photo: 
Mrs. Button 
Mrs. Deering 
Mrs. Higgins 
Mrs. Quigley 
Mrs. Smith 
Mrs. Westaway 
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1. Mrs. G. Mills - 6S 
2. Mrs. E. Badcock - 6N 
3. Mrs. M. Reid - OBS 
4. Mrs. E. Lewis - Nsy. 
5. Mrs. M. Lush - ENT & Eye 
6. Mrs. B. Sellers - R.R. 
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1. Mrs. L. Budden - O.R. 
2. Mrs. D. Sullivan - Dialysis Unit. 
3. Mrs. A. Leonard - C.R. 
4. Mrs. B. Gosse - Urology 
5. Mrs. S. Burrage - Gyne. 
6. Mrs. M. Evans - 3rd. West 
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STAFF 
1. Dr. J. Dunne 
2. Dr. N. Badrubin 
3. Dr. J.B. Roberts 
4. Dr. C. Condon 
5. Dr. N. Daly 
6. Dr. N. Rusted 
7. Dr. J. Williams 
8. Dr. G. Kean 
9. Dr. P. Lockwood 
10. Dr. R. Borgaonkar 
11. Dr. T. Hogan 
Dr. J. F. Collins 
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DOCTORS 
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1. Dr. T. Bruce 
2. Dr. A.S. Lewis 
3. Dr. 0. Kashyap 
4. Dr. J. Cant 
5. Dr. A. B. Miller 
6. Dr. J. Miller 
7. Dr. T. Higgins 
8. Dr. G. Young 
9. Dr. H.B. Blackwood 
10. Dr. A. Hanna 
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To The Graduates: 
It scarcely seems possible that three years ago you 
were preparing to come here to train. Now you are 
leaving as graduates. 
Tennyson said: "I am a part of all that I have met". I 
hope that you feel in a real sense, a part of 'The Grace'. 
My congratulations and best wishes. 
Missing: 
Mrs. Knopp 
Mrs. Fillier 
Mrs. Critch 
Maria Woodland, 
Residence Director. 
•• 
Miss White 
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Mrs. Searle 
Mrs. Dwyer 
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Editor: Carol Kinden 
Assistant Editor: Dawn Lanphear 
Fund Raising: Marilyn Skanes 
+!,, 
Advance Sales: Diane Cave (missing from photo) 
Advertising: Debbie Hiscock (missing from photo) 
Treasurer: Michelle Thistle 
Chief of photography: Marilyn Blakey 
Photographers: Clare Bessell 
Lorna Clarke 
Debbie Lynch 
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At last, this Bib and Apron 1979 is finished and there is none who is more pleased than 
the editorial staff. 
It has, at times, been a very difficult and frustrating job for us to capture adequately, 
even a small portion of the many memories we have of the past three years. But as I have 
been taught since a child, "things worth doing are worth doing well" and we have tried our 
best to present a yearbook that you will be proud of and that will serve as a special memory 
bank to you in the future. 
I want to sincerely thank those of the yearbook staff and all those of class 1979 who 
helped make this book possible, even when it meant spending sunny days in room 220 or 
614. Also, a special thankyou to Mrs. Adey, faculty advisor and Mr. H. Heath, 
representative for National School Services in Newfoundland. 
Carol Kinden 
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1. One more rock and I've 
had it. 
2. Unbreakable are you? 
4. Why don't they make dresses long enough? 
I. S. Tetf ord 
2. D. Lynch 
3. D. Lanphear 
4. L. Clarke 
5. F. North 
6. S. Norman 
7. A. Hillier 
8. L. Byrne 
9. M. Thistle 
5. It doesn't have a seat 
belt. 
7. Guess what I just stepped 
in? 
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3. At least I didn't for get my boots. 
6. OH I feel SO inelegant! 
8. "Sunny." 
9. I must get away from 
the big bad wolf. 
1. Only got 6 mos. to 
go. 
4. I think 1 can fly if I really try· 
9. I ask ya, who's the real doll? 
ri~ 
It: 
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3. How do you get under this sheet? 
2. These boots were made for 
walking. 
5. Ma ... I did it again! 
8 .- But I didn't do it. 
7. Aren't I sweet? 
1. M. Skanes 
2. C. Careen 
3. S. Sturge 
4. M. Blakey 
5. S. Hancock 
6. D. Cave 
7. J. Sturge 
, ' .. 8. M. Johnson 
9. B. Loder 
10. C. Walsh 
10. Don't wanna! 
T ·~ 
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6. Since I've been on 
this diet I'll eat 
anything! 
• -----·~~·~~~-~~~ ... ~----
1. Oh really my dear, wait till I tell you 
what I've heard. 
3. Hey! That's some apple. 
2. Did you see what this says? 
6. Give me back my dessert. 
5. I really don't deserve this award, 
but ... 
4. Hie! My first New Year's party. 
1. B. Brace 
2. D. Parsons 
3. D. March 
4. D. Skirving 
5. C. Chafe 
6. S. Frye 
7. G. Warrick 
8. B. Hussey 
9. R. Spencer 
7. I didn't know I 
had to have a license 8. Smile! You're on candid 
camera. 
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9. It ain't easy being the court 
jester. 
VALEDICTORY 
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Minister, Honoured Guests, Parents and Friends. 
We would like to thank you for coming to share these special moments with us. We have worked 
and studied for what tonight represents, the realization of a goal, for many of us a lifelong goal. 
We are now graduate nurses. 
Some professions stand out from others because of the dedication needed, nursing is one such 
career. 
A nurse is a person who utilizes specialized knowledge and skills in practicing the art and science 
of nursing. She provides direct comprehensive patient care and is responsible and accountable to 
her patients for the quality of care given. 
She must function as a technician, with knowledge of lifesaving equipment, and as a teacher, 
teaching other staff members and her patients aspects of health care. 
The nurse functions as an integral part of the Health Care Team striving for prevention as well 
as management of illness; for of course prevention is the best treatment of all. 
Todays nurse is all these things but above all she is a caring person. The patient may have no 
frame of reference for evaluating a nurse's professional knowledge and skill. They expect safe and 
watchful care of course, but also appreciate our human qualities, compassion, tenderness and 
understanding. Little things the nurse does often mean a great deal. For example, the nurse who 
holds a patient's hand during a rough night, or cuddles a small child, lonesome for his parents, 
provides a great deal of comfort. 
Our three years of education have almost come to an end, although it seems like such a short 
while ago we first came to the Salvation Army Grace General Hospital. How strange and 
frightening everything seemed at first. 
In our first year of education we studied Anatomy and Physiology of the human body, 
Sociology and the basics of nursing skills. 
Remember how proud we felt to wear our new, white caps and uniforms, but boy, were we ever 
nervous to actually come face-to-face with a real patient for the first time. 
During our second year we affiliated at different hospitals in St. John's. We spent time at the 
Waterford Hospital, where we gained insight into the needs of the mentally ill. At the St. John's 
T ·~ 
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General Hospitai we were given the opportunity to nurse patients with neurologic and orthopedic 
disorders. While working at the Dr. Charles A. Janeway Child Health Care Center we often felt 
our heartstrings tug while caring for the sick or injured child. 
Rewarding experiences were gained at all these hospitals and we would like to thank the people 
in these areas who made this possible. 
In our third and Intern Year we worked under the superv1s1on of Nursing Service Ad-
ministration. During this year we were given more responsibilities and opportunities to test our 
new found wi.ngs. The beginning of Intern year also heralded the beginning of evening and night 
shifts and the greater responsibility that accompanied them. 
We received a course in ''The Management of Nursing'', in which we learned the administrative 
aspects of our profession. Our class also, became the first from our school to receive experience in 
Out-Post Nursing with the International Grenfell Association in Northern Newfoundland and 
Labrador. 
We each have our own preference as to the area or type of nursing we found most exciting. 
To some our biggest thrill was witnessing and assisting the miracle of birth. Many girls found 
their most rewarding experiences nursing children, while still others found working with patients 
suffering from mental illness the most challenging and interesting of our curriculum. 
Tonight we are very proud to wear the black band that identifies the graduate nurse. There are 
many who helped in the achievement of our goal. 
We off er thanks to the Administrators, Director of Nursing, Doctors, our instructors and the 
visiting lecturers who have all contributed generously to our learning experience. We would like to 
thank each of you for your time, understanding, advice and your knowledge which you have 
shared with us. 
We would like to thank our Residence Director, our housemothers, the kitchen and the cleaning 
:;taff for making the residence a warm and cozy place to live. 
A special thanks goes to our hospital chaplain and the visiting clergy for their spiritual guidance. 
To our parents goes our biggest thank you. It is through your love, patience and faith we have 
achieved our goal. We know you are proud of us and hope we will always be a credit to you. 
To our fell ow students, good luck in the coming years. Time passes quickly so take advantage of 
all opportunities to learn and enjoy your student days to the fullest. 
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To my classmates, it is difficult to sum up three years of your life in a few paragraphs but these 
have been rewarding and full of new experiences. We have lived, worked and socialized with each 
other. We have shared our problems, our goodies from home, sweated out exams as well as 
learned many ways to prepare Kraft dinner together, The bonds of our friendships have endured, 
indeed strengthened through good times as well as bad. Many valuable lessons about life have been 
learned from each other. Although we will soon be going our separate ways, we will always 
treasure memories of our student days. 
I feel certain whichever aspect of nursing you decide to embrace during your careers, you will 
give your best to be the proficient, yet caring nurse we are all striving for. 
T .,. 
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Dawn Lanphear 
Valedictorian 
Elsie Benoit: 
Clare Hessell: 
Marie Brown: 
Diane Cave: 
Gail Greening: 
GRADUATION 1979 
AWARDS 
1. S.A. Grace General Hospital, School of Nursing Alumni Award for 
excellence in nursing. 
2. The G.H. Bolt Award. 
The Dr. C.D. Kean Memorial Award for proficiency in Obstetrical 
Nursing. 
Col. H.J. Janes Award for proficiency in Nursing of Children. 
SAGGH Alumni Award for the highest academic standing of a 
graduate who gave voluntary service to the hospital as a candy striper 
prior to entering nursing. 
The A.R.N.N. Award for excellence in nursing. 
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Dawn Lanphear: 
Beverly Loder: 
Valerie Mugford: 
Janice Sturge: 
r ·~ 
AWARDS 
The Charles Strong Award for proficiency in Psychiatric Nursing. 
1. The Dr. Pollicof Memorial Award for highest academic standing in 
the second year of training. 
2. John Murphy Award for highest academic standing. 
3. The Dr. Blackler Memorial Award for proficiency in Surgical 
Nursing. 
1. Dr. and Mrs. W.H. Roberts Memorial Award for proficiency in 
Medical Nursing. 
2. Dr. C.A. Pippy Memorial Award for leadership ability. 
The Frank Tooton Memorial Award for excellence in nursing. 
' ... 
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Training tears are over now, 
we've reached our dream at last; 
us fifty-six new R.N. 's 
of the graduating class. 
We sit and think sometimes, 
of the three years gone by; 
memories fill our hearts, 
and we have to laugh or cry. 
First of all, there's Elsie Benoit: 
She's from Burgeo, 
but when she has. a few days off, 
to Botwood she's sure to go. 
Now Stella Frye-she's quite a girl, 
so very quiet in class; 
but when the lecture has ended 
the quietness seems to pass. 
Gail Greening is from Lethbridge, 
just a little town; 
And for all the studying Gail has done, 
She is worthy of a crown. 
Next there is Sandra Hancock, 
making decisions is her game; 
she wonders who she'll see each night, 
Bill, Dick, Barry, Tom or Wayne. 
Annie Hillier is from Fortune 
which is a fishing town; 
Winter, fall, spring and summer, 
Annie's face is always brown. 
Next in line is Clare Hessell, 
she's as friendly as can be; 
she has an English accent 
and her favorite drink is tea. 
Marilyn Blakey is a townie 
but we don't really care; 
for if we need help and encouragement, 
Marilyn is always there. 
Debbie Hiscock, she's the one 
who's always on the go; 
her little car - it never stops, 
unless we have fifty feet of snow. 
Next we have Bev Hussey, 
Her favorite floor is ground; 
down there she's always waiting 
for a ride to her hometown. 
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Then there's Beverly Brace, 
she thinks she's big you know; 
but I'd be worth twice as much as her, 
if we had our weight in gold. 
Marie Brown - now she's a girl 
with quite a lot to say; 
but what can you expect, 
she's a thoroughbred from the bay. 
Sheila Kelly, now she's God's angel, 
He made her to be a light; 
but she has a faulty connection 
so she goes out at night. 
Then there is Lauren Kiely, 
it's from Gander that she came; 
maybe she'll practise nursing 
in a supersonic plane. 
Next we have our editor, 
Carol Kinden is her name; 
she always has tons of work to do, 
and it's from Point Leamington that she came. 
I'm sure you remember Rhoda, 
her last name is Lee; 
if you would send her a handsome man 
she'd pay you C.O.D. 
Loretta Byrne, well she's the one 
with opinions of her own; 
if you have failed to change them 
then you are not alone. 
Marian Careen is from Point Lance, 
at least that's what I heard; 
she, herself never told me 
for she hardly says a word. 
Celena Careen is next in line, 
she's from Saint Mary's Bay; 
she's always very sleepy, 
especially on class day. 
Then we have Bev Loder, 
she lives just outside of town; 
never in residence on a weekend, 
will you find Bev around. 
Diane Cave you will remember, 
yes, she's the one; 
who chats away with doctors 
to make her work more fun. 
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Mabel Luscombe is from Loon Bay; 
to marry is her long-term goal; 
I hope she finds Mr. Right 
and not a rich old fool. 
Debbie Lynch as you remember 
is quite a little owl; 
when it is dark outside, 
Deb is on the prowl. 
Donna March is from Botwood, 
her home is near the dock; 
if she arrived home in a boat 
her mother would die from shock. 
Next in line is Charmaine Chafe; 
she's quite a nervous girl, 
when she has exarns coming her nails disappear 
and her hair begins to curl. 
Do you remember Donna Coady? 
"Croad" we used to say; 
her mother scolded her for being bad 
and she had to run away. 
Donna Mills - she has her moods, 
but that is her affair; 
Just as long as you are her friend, 
you need never fear. 
Valerie Mugford from Bell Island 
isn't all that tall, 
but is a very friendly person 
as I'm sure you do recall. 
Then there is Fatima North; 
she is from Bay De Verde; 
I believe she is the quietest person 
that I have ever heard. 
Debbie Parsons, I recall, 
appears to be very shy; 
but appearances can deceive, 
even you and me. 
Then there is Janice Randell, 
she is from Mount Pearl; 
people have been telling me 
that she's daddy's baby girl. 
Ellen Rideout you may think 
is always innocent and good; 
but Rhoda told me yesterday, Ellen's been 
doing things only bad girls should. 
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Clarice Saunders, I hear, 
has travelled near and far; 
not on foot or horseback 
but in a big white car. 
Next is Marilyn Short; 
now she is very small 
but she has a great big generous heart 
as I'm sure you will recall. 
Marilyn Skanes is quite a girl, 
of this one thing I'm sure; 
if some guy gave her two diamond rings, 
she would ask for four. 
Renee Spencer is from Bay Roberts 
and she goes shopping at the mall; 
I'm sure she has been buying clothes 
since she was able to crawl. 
Now there's our friend Joan Strickland, 
quite a dedicated nurse; 
she works so hard her face turns red 
I become scared that she will burst. 
Do you remember Lorraine Sturge? 
she prentends she's just an innocent child; 
but when she opens up her mouth 
the noise will drive you wild. 
Sheila Sturge is quite another matter; 
she wants a man with class; 
since they were very hard to find 
we'll make her one from brass. 
Next there is one - a friend to all, 
Her name is Janice Sturge; 
if she doesn't speak to you - she isn't mad, 
she just doesn't have the urge. 
Sharon Tetford, while in second year, 
made friends with dear old "strept"; 
when he got her by the throat 
he nipped and nipped and nipped. 
Missy Thistle, she's our clown 
and if you want another, 
put your request in the mail 
and address it to her mother. 
Beverly Thompson, what a girl; 
another shining light; 
very helpful in the daytime 
but always out at night. 
' 
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Cathy Walsh - she is with us, 
I suppose it's ok to say: 
she's always here in body 
but her mind is far away. 
We have another classmate, 
Goldie Warrick is her name; 
ask her where she lives and she replies; 
"it's from Fogo Island that I came". 
Ruth Welsh is from Bishop's Falls, 
she hates the CN bus; 
she searches for rides home, then says 
"I'll take CN if I must". 
Charlene Whalen is a townie, 
we all call her Char; 
she goes home for supper 
while we sit munching on a bar. 
Christine Wheeler is from where 
I do not know; 
butsheisneverready 
when it is time to go. 
Kathy Hiscock' s next in line, 
she is from Mount Pearl; 
and from what I've seen and heard of her 
I'd say she is Bob's girl. 
Dawn Lamphear sits in class 
but oh no she's never quiet; 
she asks questions and more questions 
you'd think she was Mayor 
Margaret Johnson's quite a friend 
and a very clever one at that; 
her tricks are much more develish 
than rabbits in a hat. 
Donna Skirving is a worrier 
as you can plainly see; 
it got so very bad last fall 
the doctor took wrinkles from her knee. 
Audrey Mills, I'm sure you'll agree 
is quite another story; 
her boy friend, he'll soon be gray 
as over Audrey he does worry. 
Next there is Sarah Norman, 
she's always knitting things; 
she makes caps, mitts and sweaters 
and toys that Santa brings. 
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Need a ride to the Janeway? 
just call on Joanne Greene; 
she'll take you there quite willingly 
if you promise not to scream. 
Then of course there is Cindy Janes 
so quiet and so reserved; 
now that is the biggest lie 
that I have ever heard. 
Last of all there's me, 
Lorna Clarke is my name; 
for me to write a poem like this 
I must really be insane. 
' .. 
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Lorna Clarke 
Class 1979. 
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LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT 
I, E. Benoit, 
I, C. Bessell, 
I, M. Blakey, 
I, B. Brace, 
I, M. Brown, 
I, L. Byrne, 
I, C. Careen, 
I, M. Careen, 
I, D. Cave, 
I, C. Chafe, 
I, L. Clarke, 
I, D. Coady, 
I, S. Frye, 
I, J. Greene, 
I, G. Greening, 
I, S. Hancock, 
I, A. Hillier, 
I, D. Hiscock, 
I, K. Hiscock, 
I, B. Hussey, 
leave my ability to sleep through clock radios and buzzers, to those 
who suffer from insomnia. 
leave my ability to reach I/V poles to those who have to climb on 
chairs. 
leave my nickname "Black" to next year's "Blake" or "Blakey". 
leave my alarm clock for sleepy people like Donna Coady. 
leave my Florida tan to those with white faces. 
leave my daily phonescalls to those who get a call once a week. 
leave Room 504 to whoever wants to live there. 
leave my leaky faucet to those who like to stay awake at night. 
leave for the mainland. 
leave my nerves in room 516 for anyone who can cope with them. 
leave behind my diets to someone who can carry them out suc-
cessfully. 
leave my two alarm clocks to anyone who can hear them in the 
. 
morning. 
leave my frequent bus ride to next year's traveller. 
leave my luck in surviving so many car accidents. 
leave! 
leave my ability to get up smiling to those who have morning blues. 
leave! 
leave my car to those who can manage to run a car for 2 yrs. on $15 a 
week. 
leave cherished memories of the past three years to those who wonder 
if it's really worth it. 
leave my sore feet to those who do not work. 
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I, C. Janes, 
I, M. Johnson, 
I, S. Kelly, 
I, L. Kiely, 
I, C. Kinden, 
I, D. Lanphear, 
I, R. Lee, 
I, B. Loder, 
I, M. Luscombe, 
I, D. Lynch, 
I, D. March, 
I, A. Mills, 
I, D. Mills, 
I, V. Mugford, 
I, F. North, 
I, S. Norman, 
I, D. Parsons, 
I, J. Randell, 
I, E. Rideout, 
OF CLASS 1979 
leave my number to Peter's Pizza to A. Skanes and M. Holloway. 
leave my share of Sarah's room to other unfortunate orphans. 
leave my ability to sleep 24 hrs. a day to those who have insomnia. 
leave my sticks of gum to those who can chew faster than I can. 
leave my position as yearbook editor to anyone who needs a peptic 
ulcer. 
leave my last name to nursing office in hopes that one day they will 
learn to spell it. 
leave my ability to eat and not gain weight to those who are constantly 
on diets. 
leave my bug to anyone who has the energy to push it up hills. 
leave behind my tickets on the CN buses to anyone who enjoys riding 
them. 
leave my ability to get my car going to those who can't afford a 
mechanic. 
leave my slowness to next year's hyperactive. 
leave my seat on the CN but to girls with boy friends out of town. 
leave my ability to see Mr. Right every nite to those who have to 
depend on CN buses. 
leave the number of the taxi to Bell Island to those people who like 
going home. 
leave my ability to stay awake late at nite to those less fortunate. 
leave my habit of worrying to those carefree people. 
leave! 
leave my ability to have patience while waiting for mail post marked 
Chicago. 
leave my ability to see Mr~ Right every nite to those who have to wait 
for long distance calls. 
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I, C. Saunders, 
I, M. Short, 
I, M. Skanes 
I, D. Skirving 
I, R. Spencer, 
I, J. Strickland, 
I, J. St urge, 
I, L. Sturge, 
I, S. Sturge, 
I, S. Tetford, 
I, M. Thistle, 
I, B. Thompson, 
I, C. Walsh, 
I, G. Warrick, 
I, R. Welsh 
I, C. Whalen. 
I, C. Wheeler, 
leave! 
leave my ability to gain weight to future food lovers. 
leave my love life of 3 yrs. to those who are bored with "Another 
World'. 
leave my ability to go home every day to the "Bay Girls". 
leave! 
leave my sense of humor to those with solemn faces. 
leave my ability to be pleasant when awakened in the middle of the 
nite to those who are crooked. 
leave my ability to find Mr. Right at Dominion to those who can only 
find groceries. 
leave my tidy room to those who don't have time to clean up. 
leave my ability to cook to those who can't boil water. 
gratefully leave the rest of my 5 yr. supply of ready-to-use pancake 
mix to all. 
leave my chocolate cakes to the hunry people in 311 and 315. 
leave my ability to stay awake at nite to those who can't. 
leave my friends with warm thoughts and many cherished memories. 
leave my ability to have fun to someone who is sad. 
leave my home cooked suppers to those who have to face the cafe. 
leave my teddy bear to those who can't sleep alone. 
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CAN YOU IMAGINE 
E. Benoit without a smoker's cough? 
C. Hessell without her British accent? 
M. Blakey as a playboy bunny? 
B. Brace tall? 
M. Brown staying in to study? 
L. Byrne living in India? 
C. Careen not fighting with D.? 
M. Careen without Stella? 
D. Cave without her eye for men? 
C. Chafe being overweight? 
L. Clarke without her wit? 
D. Coady not in bed? 
S. Frye wanting to live in St. John's? 
J. Greene not on a diet? 
G. Greening not studying? 
S. Hancock without her laugh? 
A. Hillier living without sunshine? 
D. Hiscock not being downtown? 
K. Hiscock being obnoxious? 
B. Hussey being without Gill? 
C. Janes living in residence? 
M. Johnson without her handbag? 
S. Kelly keeping her opinion to herself? 
L. Kiely taking the bus home? 
C. Kinden being found in her room? 
D. Lanphear not asking questions? 
R. Lee at two hundred pounds? 
B. Loder failing an exam? 
M. Luscombe without an appetite? 
D. Lynch starting her car without a boost? 
D. March going home without Elsie? 
A. Mills without her engagement ring? 
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CAN YOU IMAGINE .. 
D. Mills without a ride home with her boy friend? 
V. Mugford not going home? 
S. Norman in an unpleasant mood? 
F. North not working on surgery? 
D. Parsons driving a mini? 
J. Randell with a diamond ring? 
E. Rideout without her prune juice? 
C. Saunders having to walk? 
M. Short not with Lauren and Fatima? 
M. Skanes working seven shifts in a row? 
D. Skirving with nothing to wear? 
R. Spencer without her four-wheel drive? 
J. Strickland not washing her hands? 
J. Sturge with long fingernails? 
L. Sturge going on a "TEAR"? 
S. Sturge going out with a motorcycle gang? 
S. Tetford without her pan and her man? 
M. Thistle being a supervisor? 
B. Thompson requesting evening duty? 
C. Walsh being rowdy? 
R. Welsh not having to look for a ride home? 
G. Warrick not fighting with Joan? 
C. Whalen with laryngitis? 
C. Wheeler not smiling? 
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ADVERTISING 
100% Consumer Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Bouquets especially 
designed for 
Grace Graduates. 
Congratulations!! 
From Your Flower 
Value Smile Shops 
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CONG RA TULA TIO NS to the Grace General 
Hospital Graduating Class of 1979. 
TB 
Compliments of 
r: J BOX 1~ ' 0 
LIMITED 
Hospital & Surgical 
Supplies 
Be Our Guest 
at 
JOHNNIE & MARY'S 
. COFFEE SHOPPE 
2 Campbell Ave. 
St. John's 
• 
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STOWE'S PHARMACY 
144 Pleasant St. 
Extends 
Congratulations 
to 
Class 79 . 
STRAND CAFE & LOUNGE 
Congratulations 
& Best Wishes 
to 
The Graduating Class 1979 
Grace General Hospital School of Nursing 
Compliments 
GARLAND'S STUDIO 
76 Pleasant St. 
St. John's 
NFLD. 
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compllmcnt1 
of 
the 
new yo1h •nd pcaf11 
Compliments of 
R.C. ANTHONY 
INSURANCE LIMITED 
ICON Bldg. 
Kenmount Rd. 
''The Insurance People'' 
PETER'S PIZZA and 
GOLDEN FOODS 
142 PATRICK ST. 
CALL: 
579-6747 or 579-4763 
67 OUIDI VIOi RD. 754-2360 
TREAT THE FAMILY 
Ddivery Day & Night 
''DELICIOUS PIZZA'' 
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Compliments 
of 
& ~~~LTD. 
Best Wishes 
to All 
Graduates 
HARVEY & CO. LTD. 
Construction Equipment Division 
Kenmount Road 
St. John's 
HOTEL 
ST. JOHN'S 
722-9330 
722-5400 
F 
0 
R 
102 Kenmount Road 
St. John's 
Canadian and 
Chinese 
Cuisine 
SKYLINE 
MOTEL 
Congratulations & 
Best Wishes to 
1979 Graduating 
Class 
from 
IRENE SHOE STORES 
300 Water Street 
753-7736 
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The Very Best in 
the Future 
THOMPSON'S 
JEWELLERS LIMITED 
303-305 Water St. 
St. John's 
Nfld. 
Phone: 753-9580 
The Year book Staff 
Wishes to Thank 
DR. T. BRUCE for 
His Contribution 
to Our Yearbook 
CLASS DIRECTORY 
Elsie Benoit Stella Frye Carol Kinden 
P.O. Box 386 9 Park Street P.O. Box 3 
Burgeo, Nfld. Windsor, Nfld. Pt. Leamington, Nfld. 
Clare Bessell 1 oann Greene Dawn Lanphear 
46 St. Michael's Ave. 11 Brine Street 10 Pleasant Street 
St. John's, Nfld. St. John's, Nfld. St. John's, Nfld. 
Marilyn Blakey Gail Greening Rhoda Lee 
4 Symond' s Ave. P.O. Box32 14 Riverside East 
St. John's, Nfld. L~thbridge, Nfld. Grand Bank, Nfld. 
Beverley Brace Sandra Hancock Beverly Loder 
P.O. Box53 P.O. Box 25 Box 4001 
Green's Hr., Nfld. J erseyside, Placentia. St. John's, Nfld. 
Marie Brown Annie Hillier Mabel Luscombe 
Box 2, Site 7 Eldon Street Loon Bay, N.D.B. 
Joe Batts Arm, Nfld. Fortune, Nfld. Nfld. 
Loretta Byrne Debbie Hiscock Deborah Lynch 
P.O. Box 244 18 Pennywell Road Upper Island Cove 
Tilton, C. Bay, Nfld. St. John's Nfld. Nfld. 
Celena Careen Katherine Hiscock Donna March 
Box 14, Site 1 50 Third Street P.O. Box 633 
Pt. Lance, Nfld. Mount Pearl, Nfld. Botwood, Nfld. 
Marian Careen Beverly Hussey Audrey Mills 
Box 6, Site 1 11 Norman's Ave. Loon Bay, N.D.B. 
Pt. Lance, Nfld. Mount Pearl, Nfld. Nfld. 
D4lne Cave Cynthia Janes Donna Mills 
22 Eric Street Glovertown, B. Bay Loon Bay, N.D.B. 
St. John's, Nfld. Nfld. Nfld. 
Charmaine Chafe Margaret Johnson Valerie Mugford 
P .0. Box 265 P.O. Box 41 P .0. Box 1223 
Goulds, Nfld. Kelligrews, Nfld. Bell Island, Nfld. 
Lorna Clarke Sheila Kelly Sarah Norman 
P.O. Box947 P.O. Box 276 Cupid's Crossing 
Lewisporte, Nfld. Townside, Placentia. C. Bay, Nfld. 
Madonna Coady Lauren Kiely Fatima North 
P.O. Box 22 P.O. Box 33 P .0. Box 105 
Dunnville, Nfld. Gander, Nfld. Bay de Verde, Nfld. 
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Deborah Parsons Renee Spencer Beverly Thompson 
22 Churchill Ave. P.O. Box 216 7 Smith Ave. 
Mount Pearl, Nfld. Bay Roberts, Nfld. St. John's, N fld. 
Janice Randell Joan Strickland Catherine Walsh 
82 Glendale Ave. P.O. Box 318 P.O. Box 188 
Mount Pearl, Nfld. Fortune, Nfld. Kelligrews, Nfld. 
Ellen Rideout Janice Sturge Ruth Welsh 
Campbellton, Nfld. 15 Thomas Street Box 24, Site C St. John's, Nfld. Bishop's Falls, Nfld. 
Clarice Saunders Lorraine Sturge Goldie Warrick P.O. Box69 P.O. Box 15 P.O. Box 21 Shearstown, Nfld. Wesleyville, Nfld. Fogo, Nfld. 
Marilyn Short Sheila Sturge Charlene Whalen Shoal Harbour, T. Bay P.O. Box 146 6 Berry Street Nfld. Wesleyville, N fld. St. John's, Nfld. 
Marilyn Skanes Sharon Tetf ord Christine Wheeler 
P.O. Box382 21 Sunset Cr es. P.O.Box8 
Bell Island, Nfld. Stephenville, Nfld. Lower Island Cove 
Nfld. 
Donna Skirving Michelle Thistle 
85 Terra Nova Road 331 Hamilton Ave. 
St. John's Nfld. St. John's, Nfld. 
We hope that these last two pages of our yearbook will enable you, 
in years to come, to keep in contact with your classmates and remain a 
true part of Class 1979. 
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NURSES' PLEDGE 
''In full knowledge of the obligations I am undertaking I promise to 
care for the sick with all the skill and understanding I possess without 
regard to race, creed, colour, politics, or social status sparing no 
effort to conserve life, to alleviate suffering and to promote health. 
I will respect at all times the dignity and religious beliefs of the 
patients under my care holding in confidence all personal information 
entrusted to me and ref raining from any action which might endanger 
life or health. 
I will endeavor to keep my professional knowledge and skill at the 
highest level and to give loyal support and co-operation to all 
members of the health team. 
I will do my utmost to honour the international code of nursing 
ethics and to uphold the integrity of the professional nurse.'' 
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